6-SERIES
ELECTRIC
ORDER PICKER

6BPU

Capacity:
3,000 lbs. 1,361 kg

Productivity at work.
A cost-effective order
picking solution.

Two and three stage wideview masts with maximum
fork heights ranging from
10’ to 26’ (3 to 8 meters).

Drive wheel direction
indicator provides optimum
control and more confident
operation.

Interactive Digital Display
Power-assisted electronic
steering for quiet, responsive
steering in tight spaces.

Optional battery
compartment covers.

The interactive digital display panel with multi-functional hourmeter and
time/date display offers easy access to diagnostic data and lets you
customize the forklift to meet your performance needs.
Rugged construction. Advanced technology. Ergonomics. Full Travel speed
when the forks are raised up to 60 inches. they all combine to deliver the
superb performance of Toyota’s 6-Series electric order picker. It starts with
one of the industry’s most advanced, user-friendly microprocessor controls.
The exclusive Toyota Advanced Control System (TACS) is the latest in
microprocessor technology. And the interactive digital display panel
provides owners, operators and technicians with instant access to vital
operational data. You’ll also appreciate the ergonomic operator
compartment with the exclusive, multi-functional control handle.

Tune

Analyze

Configure

Calibrate

The exclusive Toyota Advanced
Control System (TACS) with Metal
Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect
Transistors (MOSFET)
lets you customize
forklift performance to
help meet the
demands of your
application. Set travel,
acceleration and lift speeds – as
well as coast control – with the
touch of a finger.

Separately excited drive
motor systems for quick
acceleration under loads.
Plus, regenerative braking
helps extend motor life.

Low-effort brake pedal
helps reduce fatigue and
increase productivity.

The LED display monitor has a
multi-functional hourmeter for
on-board tracking of key switch
on time, brake pedal
depressed on time, drive
motor on time and lift
motor on time. All of
which makes it easier to
schedule maintenance,
and perform productivity and
other time/motion studies.

Key Switch

Brake Pedal

Drive Motor

Lift Motor

Hydraulic lift motor equipped
with pulse width modulation
technology for efficient, quiet,
smooth operation.

Amenities tray for operator
convenience.

Flip-up sidegates nest out of
the way when picking orders.

Shaped to fit the hand,
the multi-functional handle
provides convenient, singlehand control.

Clipboard and work material
storage areas offer convenient
access to work materials

Pallet centering guide with
automatic clamp and release
foot pedal for convenient,
efficient pallet handling.

Baselegs ranging from 40” to
56” (1016 mm to 1422 mm) to
match your application.

Options include rail or Toyota tracker wire quidance, cold storage conditioning and weight display.

Operability and Performance

Toyota’s intuitively mapped,
multi-functional control handle
lets operators simultaneously
control travel, lift or lower, plus
access the horn and optional
sideshifter. Ergonomically shaped,
it offers convenient, one-handed
operation.

Toyota’s wide-view mast with
nested mast channels and
electronic cushioning helps
provide smooth load handling,
reduced operator fatigue and
even higher levels of productivity.

The pallet centering guide with automatic clamp
and release foot pedal helps provide convenient
and efficient pallet handling.

Toyota’s power-assisted, electronic
steering provides quiet, responsive
operation with automatic return to
centre at start-up. Working together
with the drive wheel direction
indicator, it helps provide precise
maneuverability in and out of tight
areas.

Flip-up sidegates nest out of the way when picking orders.

Comfort
A comfortable operator is a more productive operator. That’s why the Toyota 6-Series electric order picker
has been designed with the operator in mind. From the quiet, almost effortless electronic steering to the
strategically positioned control handle, you’ll find a wide variety of ergonomic features that help reduce
fatigue and increase productivity.
An optional light and fan
package with adjustable
louvers and independent
controls helps enhance
visibility of work materials
and helps keep the operator
comfortable and productive.
A low-effort brake pedal
and cushioned, non-slip floor
combine to create a sure-footed,
comfortable operator platform
to help reduce operator fatigue
and increase productivity.

Ease of service
The Toyota 6-Series electric order picker was built with easy serviceability in mind. A built-in analyzer
eliminates the need for peripheral hand-held diagnostic tools to trouble-shoot main drive circuits, material
handling circuits and operating systems. Self-diagnostic capabilities help maximize forklift uptime by
checking critical functions at start-up. Motor brush, over temperature and battery discharge indicators provide
additional service information.

The service covers are easily accessed
by hand in a matter of seconds to
help simplify even routine maintenance
and inspections.

Rollers allow the battery to slide
into the compartment making it
easier to remove, install and service.

Self-diagnostic capabilities
pinpoint service requirements
and system faults, offering stepby-step remedies – all without
the use of a hand-held analyzer.

Toyota electric forklifts
are built to last longer.
Inside and out.
Toyota 6-Series electric forklifts undergo the same exact world-renowned
production system used to build our internal combustion forklifts. Each
step of the process is meticulously executed with the highest quality
materials to ensure rugged durability and reliable performance for years
to come. Rest assured, the 6BPUE is built to withstand your toughest
applications.
Thanks to advanced technology such as the Transistor Control System
with MOSFET and a world renowned production system, Toyota lift
trucks are known for their quality, dependability and productivity.
Whether you plan to purchase a single lift truck or add to your fleet,
our team of dealers and National Account Managers specialize in meeting
your every need. Toyota lift trucks are backed by proven product support
from an industry-leading network of dealers who offer a broad range
of resources, including: factory-trained service technicians, Genuine
Toyota Parts, Toyota Certified Used Lift Trucks, and flexible
leasing and financing packages through Toyota Financial Services.*
When you combine this level of support with the operability, reliability
and durability of Toyota lift trucks, you receive one comprehensive,
value-added package.
For more information contact your local authorized Toyota Industrial
Equipment dealer, fax Toyota direct at 1-800-592-3851, or visit the
Toyota Industrial Equipment web site at www.forklift.toyota.ca.

*Available to qualified buyers. See participating dealers for details.
All Toyota Stand-Up Rider lift trucks are manufactured and assembled in North America.

When cube utilization is at a premium, you
need an electric reach truck you can count on
to do the job right. Toyota 6-Series single
reach, double reach and straddle trucks
represent a dramatic step forward in reach
truck productivity.

• Thanks to advanced technology and a world-renowned production system, Toyota lift
trucks are known for their quality, durability and reliability.

• Whether you plan to purchase a single lift truck or add to your fleet, our teamof dealers
specialize in meeting your every need.

• Toyota Material Handling, U.S.A., Inc. is the number one selling lift truck in North
America.

• For over 40 years, Toyota has built quality products and sold these products through
quality dealers in the U.S. and Canada.

• Toyota lift trucks are backed by proven product support from an industry-leading
network of dealers who offer a broad range of resources.

• When you combine this level of support with the productivity, low maintenance and
efficiency of Toyota lift trucks, you receive one comprehensive, value-added package.

• For more information or to locate your authorized Toyota Industrial Equipment dealer, call
1-800-226-0009 or visit www.toyotaforklift.ca

• Most of the Toyota lift trucks sold in North America are manufactured at TIEM, a
zero-landfill facility in Columbus, Indiana.

• The proud and dedicated Toyota staff in Columbus, Indiana are building what we
consider the most advanced lift trucks available in the market today.

Some product features here-in are optional. Please contact your dealer for specifications.
Details of specifications are based on information available at time of printing and may change without notice.
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